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Fair Use and Electronic Course Reserves: Best Practices for Faculty Users

It's easy to think of fair use as the domain of authors. But as faculty face increasing pressure to provide students with cost-free course materials, they often turn to course reserves as an inexpensive alternative to requiring students to purchase costly scholarly materials. Himmelfarb's librarians are responsible for advising faculty on best practices related to copyright and fair use for both print and electronic course reserves. Himmelfarb's librarians can help to ensure that educational content distribution in your courses adheres to the spirit of fair use.

In recent years, the growth of electronic course reserves has created new challenges related to observing copyright. As we see an increasing shift towards electronic reserves, here are a few things to keep in mind:

« Reserve materials should only be made available for faculty and students users while a course is currently being taught. Electronic reserve materials must be promptly taken down after a course is no longer in session.

« Electronic course reserves that are reactivated in future semesters may require additional copyright permissions. Permissions policies may be changed by publishers or copyright holders. Use of an excerpt in a past course reserve does not guarantee use in future semesters.

« Electronic course reserves require the same permissions as printed course packs. Rights must be secured for materials that cannot be utilized under fair use.

« When using materials for electronic course reserves under fair use, remember to include copyright notices where necessary and include citations to the original material. Also caution users against further electronic distribution.

« Under fair use criteria, electronic course reserve materials should be limited to small excerpts. General guidelines include:

  « Book selections for works under copyright should not exceed 10% of the total page count of the book.

  « When using journal articles, you should not use more than two articles from
any issue of a publication.

« Unpublished materials require written permissions for items that are not the intellectual property of the instructor.

« These limits are cumulative over the course of a semester, so taking down materials and adding new materials from the same source is a violation of fair use.

« Access to electronic course reserves should be restricted by using passwords or other forms of authentication to help avoid copyright violations.

For the vast majority of cases, observing fair use guidelines should allow faculty users to include desired materials in electronic course reserves. But when permissions are denied, Himmelfarb Librarians can help you in the following ways:

« Help locate an excerpt in an alternate source. Materials from collections or anthologies can often be found in alternate sources with different copyright restrictions.

« Place a hard copy of the item from which the material was excerpted on reserve.

« Recommend alternate materials.

Despite its complexities, fair use ultimately presents unique opportunities for the distribution of educational content. When used effectively, fair use standards can help to support electronic course reserves that provide students with the opportunity to obtain cost-free course materials. Consequently, adhering to best practices related to fair use and copyright standards can help to preserve educational models that foster the distribution of content for educational purposes.

For further information on Fair Use and Electronic Course Reserves, see Electronic Reserve Guidelines from the Copyright Clearance Center.

Do you enjoy painting, sketching or taking photos? Come share your artistic side and participate in Himmelfarb Library’s Art Show. Himmelfarb’s annual Art Show has been a proud tradition for over 30 years when each spring semester the first floor of the library is transformed into an art gallery displaying the works of our faculty, staff, and students.

We will accept art submissions from March 1st-22nd. We invite all to attend our Opening Reception on Wednesday, March 27th, beginning at 4:00pm.

§ Art Show Dates: All of the artwork will be on display at Himmelfarb from March 27th - April 25th. Please stop by Himmelfarb to view the art show exhibition and support your colleagues' and students' work.
§ **How to Submit:** Submit your art at the library reference desk. Participants can also submit to our Virtual Art Show, and we encourage Distance Education students, faculty, and staff to participate and share their talents. View [past submissions](#) displaying a wide variety of art forms from photography, paintings to jewelry, and more!

§ **Contact:** Email Susan Koenig at [skoenig1@gwu.edu](mailto:skoenig1@gwu.edu).

§ **Opening Reception:** Attend the Art Show Opening Reception on Wednesday, March 27th, beginning at 4:00pm. Light snacks will be served!